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Abstract
Intrinsic flow velocities of up to ∼20 km s−1 have been measured using charge exchange
recombination spectroscopy (CHERS) in the quasi-helically symmetric HSX stellarator and
are compared with the neoclassical values calculated using an updated version (Lore 2010
Measurement and Transport Modeling with Momentum Conservation of an Electron Internal
Transport Barrier in HSX (Madison, WI: University of Wisconsin); Lore et al 2010 Phys.
Plasmas 17 056101) of the PENTA code (Spong 2005 Phys. Plasmas. 12 056114). PENTA
uses the monoenergetic transport coefficients calculated by the drift kinetic equation solver
code (Hirshman et al 1986 Phys. Fluids 29 2951; van Rij and Hirshman 1989 Phys. Fluids B
1 563), but corrects for momentum conservation. In the outer half of the plasma good
agreement is seen between the measured parallel flow profile and the calculated neoclassical
values when momentum correction is included. The flow velocity in HSX is underpredicted by
an order of magnitude when this momentum correction is not applied. The parallel flow is
calculated to be approximately equal for the majority hydrogen ions and the C6+ ions used for
the CHERS measurements. The pressure gradient of the protons is the primary drive of the
calculated parallel flow for a significant portion of the outer half of the plasma. The values of
the radial electric field calculated with and without momentum correction were similar, but
both were smaller than the measured values in the outer half of the plasma. Differences
between the measured and predicted radial electric field are possibly a result of uncertainty in
the composition of the ion population and sensitivity of the ion flux calculation to resonances
in the radial electric field.

(Some figures may appear in colour only in the online journal)

1. Introduction

Measuring and modeling the radial electric field and plasma
flow is important for understanding plasma transport and
stability. Sheared flows driven by steep radial electric field
profiles have been linked to reduced turbulent transport in
both ‘H-mode’ plasmas and plasmas with internal transport
barriers [6]. Flows have been shown to improve tolerance to
magnetic field errors [7] and stabilize resistive wall modes
[8] and neoclassical tearing modes [9]. Large, sheared
parallel flows can destabilize a variety of modes because
of the Kelvin–Helmholtz effect [10, 11]. The radial electric
field can also reduce neoclassical particle transport, which
is especially important in stellarators and other devices with

significant non-symmetric magnetic field components. Non-
axisymmetric fields exist in tokamaks because of the finite
coil effects and have been intentionally introduced primarily
for edge localized mode (ELM) suppression. Non-resonant
magnetic perturbations in the DIII-D tokamak have been
shown to cause a non-zero flow offset that can cause the plasma
to spin without momentum injection from neutral beams [12].

A common method to calculate the flows and electric
field in stellarators is to use the drift kinetic equation
solver (DKES) code. DKES uses the incompressible flow
approximation: ( �E × �B)/B2 ≈ ( �E × �B)/〈B2〉, where 〈〉
denotes flux surface average. This approximation eliminates
the changes in kinetic energy which would occur as a result
of radial drift in the presence of Er , making the drift
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kinetic equation monoenergetic and allowing the use of a
collision operator that only includes pitch angle scattering.
This form of the drift kinetic equation has a non-physical
singularity at the resonant value of the radial electric
field: Eres

r = ±(|m − (n/�ι)|/m)vTaBθ [13], where Bθ is the
poloidal magnetic field, vTa is the thermal velocity for species
a, m and n are, respectively, the toroidal and poloidal mode
numbers of the dominant component(s) of the magnetic field
spectrum. For HSX, the dominant helical mode has n = 4
and m = 1. It has been shown that near a resonance in the
radial electric field DKES does not correctly predict the particle
diffusion coefficient [13]. This paper will focus on the outer
half of the HSX plasma where Er is predicted to be much
smaller than the resonant value for the hydrogen ions.

The pitch angle scattering collision operator does not
conserve momentum, with a result that DKES underpredicts
the parallel flow in HSX. Three techniques [14–16] developed
to correct the monoenergetic transport coefficients calculated
by DKES to account for momentum exchange have been
implemented in the current version of the PENTA code. All
three techniques use the diffusion coefficients calculated by
DKES, and are therefore not accurate near resonant values
of Er . The Sugama–Nishimura method was used for the
calculations including momentum conservation shown in this
paper.

2. The CHERS system

The charge exchange recombination spectroscopy (CHERS)
system is used to measure the velocity, temperature, and
density of C6+ ions in HSX. A 30 keV, 4 A, 3 ms diagnostic
neutral beam [17] is fired radially through the plasma. The
neutral beam does not cause any measurable perturbations to
the electron temperature and density profiles. The Doppler
shift, broadening and strength of the 529 nm emission line
from C5+ ions is measured using two 0.75 m Czerny–Turner
spectrometers. Electron multiplying ccds capture a series
of images of the spectra during each discharge. Each
image is integrated for 5 ms and read out in 1 ms. Images
captured before and after the beam is fired are used to
remove the background light. The spectral position of the
emission line is measured during a series of shots with
the magnetic field in the counter clockwise direction and
compared with the position measured with the field in the
clockwise direction. All components of the flow velocity
should reverse when the field is reversed. Using the difference
in the measured emission line position between the two
cases effectively doubles the Doppler shift caused by the
plasma velocity. This technique also eliminates systematic
measurement error caused by the uncertainty in the relative
strengths of the fine structure components of the emission line.
A spectral calibration is performed after every shot using a neon
calibration lamp to account for instrumental drift throughout
the day.

The plasma profiles that will be used throughout the rest
of this paper are shown in figure 2. The CHERS system
measures C6+ density. Coronal equilibrium calculations and
passive spectroscopic measurements indicate that significant

Figure 1. Drawing of the HSX CHERS system showing the neutral
beam along with the viewing chords, the flux surfaces and a portion
of the vacuum vessel.
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Figure 2. The electron temperature and density profiles were
measured using Thomson scattering and used for the PENTA and
DKES calculations. The C6+ temperature and density profiles were
measured using the CHERS system. nH+ is found by subtracting the
C6+ charge density from ne.

populations of lower ionization states of carbon are present,
especially in the outer half of the plasma. Since no quantitative
measurement of the density of the other ion species exists, an
upper bound on the H+ density is set by the difference between
the electron density and the C6+ charge density, and used as
an input for the neoclassical calculations. The flow velocity is
measured at ten radial locations from two different directions
as shown on the diagram in figure 1. One direction is a
measurement of the flow in an approximately poloidal direction
while the other is in an approximately toroidal direction. The
views are not orthogonal. The two measurements provide
constraints on the local flow velocity. A third constraint on
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Figure 3. Flow velocity measured by each view shows that the flow
velocity peaks around r/a = 0.3 with larger velocities measured by
the approximately toroidal views than those measured by the
approximately poloidal views.

the flow velocity vector is provided by the assumption that
there will be no net flow in the ∇� direction. The velocity
measured by each view, shown in figure 3, is a beam density
weighted average of the local flow velocity along the viewing
direction throughout each beam/view intersection volume:

VMeasured =
∫∫∫

View nbeam �Vlocal • ûview dVolume∫∫∫
View nbeam dVolume

.

Here nbeam is the local beam density, �Vlocal is the local flow
velocity and ûview is a unit vector along the view making the
measurement. The C6+ density and emission coefficient are
taken to be constant throughout each beam/view intersection
volume. The local flow can be represented as the sum of a
component parallel to the magnetic field and a component
perpendicular to the magnetic field and ∇�. Using this
representation the local flow velocity is �Vlocal = V||b̂ + V⊥û⊥
where û⊥ ≡ (∇� × b̂)/|(∇� × b̂)|. The magnitude of the
flow components (V|| and V⊥) are taken to be approximately
constant throughout each poloidal/toroidal view pair. The
geometric factor

GView‖ ≡
∫∫∫

View nbeamb̂ • ûView dVolume∫∫∫
View nBeam dVolume

is used to describe the relationship between the velocity
measured by each view and the flow parallel to the magnetic
field lines. The geometric factor (GView⊥) for the perpendicular
direction is found by replacing b̂ with û⊥. The geometric
factors cannot properly account for the significant flow
direction changes predicted throughout the core views of the
plasma, since the beam/view intersection is relatively large
when compared with the shape and size of the flux surfaces
in the core of the plasma. In the outer half of the plasma
changes in the flow velocity direction throughout each view
volume should be small. The parallel and perpendicular

flow components are found from the measured velocities by
inverting the following relationship:[

GTorView‖ GTorView⊥
GPolView‖ GPolView⊥

] [
V‖
V⊥

]
=

[
VTorMeas

VPolMeas

]
.

VTorMeas and VPolMeas are the velocities measured by the toroidal
and poloidal views at a radial location. The local value of Er

is related to V⊥ using the radial force balance equation:

�ErLocal = 1

qC6+nC6+
∇pC6+ − �V C6+ × �B.

The diamagnetic flow for C6+ is calculated from the CHERS
measurements of the C6+ density and temperature and removed
from the perpendicular flow to find the local Er . The
diamagnetic flow of C6+ is relatively small (<̃0.5 km s−1)

when compared with the diamagnetic flow for the protons
(<̃3 km s−1) because of the carbon’s higher charge. The
local ErLocal = −∇� is divided by the local value of
∇rPENTA averaged over the view, where rPENTA ≡ √

�/πBo.
This converts ErLocal into the flux surface quantity 〈Er〉 =
−(∂�/∂rPENTA) which is the quantity calculated by PENTA.
The parallel flow term calculated by PENTA is the flux surface
quantity 〈V‖iB〉/〈B2〉. In the region where the measurements
are made the Pfirsch–Schlüter flows are predicted to make
an insignificant contribution to the measured V‖, so the local
V‖ values are converted to the flux surface quantity using the
relationship: V‖Local = (〈V‖iB〉/〈B2〉)Blocal.

3. Momentum conservation must be enforced to
correctly predict parallel flow in HSX

PENTA calculates the neoclassical particle fluxes as functions
of the radial electric field for a set of surfaces within the plasma.
In magnetic configurations with non-symmetric magnetic field
components the particle fluxes are not intrinsically ambipolar
and the radial electric field can be determined using the
ambipolarity condition:

∑
s Zs�s(Er) = �e(Er). The radial

electric field, along with the pressure gradient, drive flow
perpendicular to the magnetic field direction. A flow parallel to
the magnetic field can arise as a result of the plasma viscosity.
HSX was optimized for quasi-helical symmetry. This helical
direction of quasi-symmetry reduces flow damping [18] along
the helical direction, allowing significant parallel flows to arise.
DKES, which uses a non-momentum conserving collision
operator, underpredicts the parallel flow in HSX by an order
of magnitude, as shown in figure 4. Reasonable agreement
is seen between the measured parallel flow and the parallel
flow predicted by PENTA when momentum conservation is
included. This demonstrates the importance of including
momentum conservation when calculating plasma flow.

As shown in figure 5 the radial electric field profile
measured by CHERS in this region is positive and larger than
the Er predicted by DKES or PENTA. This disagreement
is possibly caused by neglecting the other ionization states
of carbon and overestimating the proton density in the
calculations. The measured value of Er is very close to the
resonant value of the carbon ions. In the calculations shown,
the proton flux was much larger than the C6+ flux, reducing the

3
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Figure 4. The asterisks (*) show the V‖ measured by the CHERS
system which is in reasonable agreement with the V‖ predicted by
PENTA including momentum conservation (dotted line). The solid
line shows the much smaller value of V‖ predicted by DKES without
momentum conservation.
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Figure 5. The asterisks (*) show the Er measured using the CHERS
system which is larger than the Er profiles predicted by PENTA
including momentum conservation (dotted line) and DKES without
momentum conservation (solid line).

impact that inaccuracies in the C6+ flux near the resonance have
on the calculated values of Er . These inaccuracies near the
carbon resonance will have a larger effect on the calculations
if the total carbon density is included, necessitating the use of a
calculation technique which can correctly calculate fluxes near
resonances.

The parallel momentum balance equation

1

〈B2〉
∑

b

(
δab

[
Ma1 Ma2

Ma2 Ma3

]
−

[
lab
11 lab

12
lab
21 lab

22

]) 
 〈Bu||b〉

2

5pb

〈Bq||b〉




=
[
Na1 Na2

Na2 Na3

] [
Xa1

Xa2

]
[14] is used in the current version of PENTA to calculate

the parallel ion flow (in the original version only a single
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Figure 6. The dotted lines show the pressure gradient component,
the dashed lines show the radial electric field component and the
solid line shows the total thermodynamic drive term for each ion
species for the outer half of the plasma. The H+ drive term is
dominated by the pressure gradient while the C6+ drive term is
primarily determined by Er because of the higher charge of C6+.

ion species could be included in the calculation). In this
equation ‘a’ is used to indicate the ion species of interest and
the summation is performed over all the ion species. The
friction coefficients lab

ij are defined in [19]. The viscosity

coefficients M
ij

ab and N
ij

ab are defined in [14] as functions of
the monoenergtic transport coefficients calculated by DKES.
The thermodynamic drives are Xa1 = −p′

a/na + qaEr and
Xa2 = −T ′

a/na , where prime denotes a derivative in the radial
direction. Since only electron heating is used in HSX the ion
temperature and its gradient are small, making the Xa2 term
small. The parallel flow is determined primarily by the Xa1

drive term. Figure 6 shows the pressure gradient component
makes a significant contribution to the Xa1 drive term of H+.
For the high charge state of C6+ the qaEr component becomes
dominant. The most notable difference between the drive
terms of the two species is that they have opposite signs at
r/a ∼ 0.7. In the absence of frictional coupling the two ion
species would have been predicted to flow at very different
velocities and even in opposite directions near r/a ∼ 0.7.
PENTA calculations show that because the ions are collisional,
all the species will have approximately the sameV‖ (differences
were calculated to be <0.2 km s−1). For the case shown the
H+ density is significantly higher than the C6+ density, causing
the momentum transfer from H+ to C6+ to be more efficient
than the transfer from C6+ to H+. The dominance of H+ in
determining the calculated parallel flow can be seen in figure 4
where V‖ for C6+ ions predicted by PENTA remains positive
for r/a ∼ 0.7 despite the reversal of the sign of the C6+ drive
term. This highlights the need to more accurately determine
the composition of the ion population in the plasma since the
H+ population, and therefore its frictional coupling with the
parallel flow of C6+, is almost certainly lower than that used in
the calculation.

4
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4. Summary and discussion

Reasonable agreement is seen between the measured and
neoclassically predicted parallel flow velocity in the outer half
of the plasma when the effects of momentum conservation are
included in the calculation. The fact that the parallel flow was
underpredicted by an order of magnitude when momentum
conservation was not included demonstrates the importance of
including momentum conservation when calculating parallel
flows in quasi-symmetric devices. The ability to model
non-symmetric magnetic configurations and the inclusion
of momentum conservation makes PENTA, applicable to
devices with any level of symmetry. These include ideal
tokamaks, tokamaks with resonant magnetic perturbation coils
that slightly break the axisymmetry at the plasma edge, quasi-
symmetric stellarators and finally, conventional stellarators.

At the same time, this paper highlights the need for
further improvements in the neoclassical modeling for certain
experimental conditions. In experiments such as HSX, where
first harmonic electron cyclotron resonant heating and a 1.0 T
magnetic field is used, density is limited to a relatively low
value (ne0 ∼ 4×1012 cm−3) allowing the electron temperature
to be much greater than the ion temperature in the plasma
core, as seen in figure 2. Similar experimental conditions have
been observed in W7-AS [20]. This temperature disparity
can give rise to a large radial electric field, which causes
the monoenergetic approximation used in DKES to become
invalid. For plasmas with significant impurity content the
resonance can become a concern even at lower values of Er

because more massive impurity ions will have lower thermal
velocities and will be resonant at lower values of Er . This is
what occurs at the edge of HSX where the radial electric field
is below the resonant value of the protons, but comparable
to the resonant value of the carbon ions. A comparison with
the results of a δf Monte Carlo code that does not employ
the monoenergetic approximation would be useful in better
understanding the broader applicability of the PENTA code.
A full examination of these challenges is beyond the scope of
this paper.
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